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AGENDA

- Why Now?
- Project Criteria
- SCA, in partnership with the Village of Saltaire
- Selected Playground Designer and Installer
- Design Overview
- Fundraising and Next Steps
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Why now?
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A new playground is overdue

- The current  structure was installed in the early 1990s. 
   Although the components have served the Village well,  
   they are past their prime and outdated.
- The Village’s cost to maintain the components in safe  
   condition are increasing every year.
- A special, multi-generaltional playground will  
   greatly enhance life in Saltaire. 
- The SCA has embraced the opportunity to engage the  
   community beyond our traditional events and formed  
   a Playground Committee.
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PROJECT CRITERIA

- Be a multi-generational space for all to enjoy
- Naturalistic style fitting with “salty” Saltaire
- Provide safe risk, imaginative play, dedicated zones  
   for different age groups as well multi-age 
   play areas
- Sturdy high-quality build that withstands the  
  extreme weather conditons of our unique location
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PARTNERSHIP WITH THE VILLAGE

- The SCA formed a playground committee of Justine  
   Markus-Sullivan , Kathy Shaw, and Allison Williams   
- The comittee met with each Village Trustee individually, 
   as well as Vern, Mario and the Mayor to gain input
- The SCA solicited input from the children of Saltaire    
   on multiple occasions, as well as parents & residents. 
- The VOS agreed to partner with SCA and we jointly 
   wrote an RFP that the Village released and  
   administered.
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THE CHOSEN VENDOR: APE STUDIO

- APE Studio, a subsidiary of international playground 
  equipment manufacturer Richter Spielgeräte GmbH 
  was chosen as the vendor. 
- They have extensive global experience in municipal  
  playgrounds, including in similar climates  
- LoDuca Construction will be the installation  
  partner, and they have extensive experience in  
  Fire Island construction.
- A sampling of APE playgounds follows:
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Beauvoir Outdoors, Washington DC
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Hellyer Park Playground, San Jose CA
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Hellyer Park Playground, San Jose CA
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Waterloo Park, Austin TX
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Waterloo Park, Austin TX
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Princess Diana Memorial Playground, London UK

Diana Memorial Playground, Kensington Gardens
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THE SALTAIRE PLAYGROUND
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Overview: Separate Play Structures

© APE Studio Inc.
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Dedicated Younger Child (ages 2-5) Play Area with seating
Located in the shadiest part of the site Proposed Equipment

(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 

© APE Studio Inc.
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Younger Child Area: Small House with low Slide

© APE Studio Inc.

Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 

© APE Studio Inc.
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Younger Child Area: Small House with low Slide, Round Table and Stools

5-12

2-5

2-12

Age Group Diagram

    Art Shed 

Proposed Layout

© Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 

© APE Studio Inc.
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All Ages Play Area
Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 

© APE Studio Inc.
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All Ages Area: Traditional Swings, Circular Rope Swing, Rocking Boat

© APE Studio Inc.

Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 

© APE Studio Inc.
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All Ages Area: Rocking Boat

5-12

2-5

2-12

Age Group Diagram

    Art Shed 

Proposed Layout

© Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 

© APE Studio Inc.
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All Ages Area: Circular Rope Swing and Traditional Swings

5-12

2-5

2-12

Age Group Diagram

    Art Shed 

Proposed Layout

© Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 
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Older Childrens Play Area
Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 
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Older Child Area: Two Tower Structure with Rope Bridges and Large Slide

© APE Studio Inc.

Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 

    Art Shed 
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Older Child Area: Tower Structure details
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Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 
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Older Child Area: Tower Structure details
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Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 
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Older Child Area: Large Climbing Structure with Rope Nets
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Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 
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Climbing Structure also functions as Bleachers for events on the field
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Proposed Equipment
(clockwise from top left)

Hut Combination 
Designed to appeal to young explorers, this two-story wooden structure combines varied elements that offer 
opportunities for climbing, sliding, hiding, and role-playing games. Features include accessible stairs, an inclined 
climbing wall with hand grips, a small, stainless-steel slide, and, at ground level, a play table and benches. 
Materials: mountain larch, rope, slide: stainless steel, outside glass bead blasted, seamed for connection 
then welded, HDG ground anchor

Toddler Table with 8 Stools 
Children love seats that are intended just for them. They use them to sit and gather, of course, and also incorporate 
them into their play. Materials: mountain larch, rope, HDG ground anchor

Sailing Boat 
Adventurous sailors can really rock the boat; while those who prefer smooth sailing can sit by the tiller and steady 
the course. Caregivers can easily attend to younger users, while older children are inspired to discover a range of 
activities and role-playing games. Materials: mountain larch, HDG chains, robinia posts

Two-Bay Swing with High Twin Swing and Stork Nest 
This combination swing provides the most swinging opportunities within the given space. The twin swing 
accommodates older children, and the addition of canvas seats provide a snug fit for younger ones. The Stork 
Nest is a fun option for or children alone or in small groups, for caregivers and children together, and for people 
with functional limitations. Materials: mountain larch, crossbeam of galvanized steel, twin swing canvas sets, 
cradle nest rope ring, polyester net seat and suspension rope (color: black), suspended on HDG chains 
(stainless-steel chains on request), HDG ground anchor

Climbing Structure
Richter’s Climbing Structures are hand processed from irregular robinia logs, giving this equipment a strongly 
expressive natural character. Climbing Structures are designed for rigorous climbing, experiencing height, and a 
sensory experience of textures. They provide a fun perch for relaxing and observing. 
Materials: robinia posts and beams, stainless steel caps and rings, Hercules rope (standard colors: red or 
hemp/natural), aluminum rope pressing, stainless steel chains 

Triangular Platform Combination
This custom combination is an iconic wooden structure outfitted for discovery and adventure with a complex of 
triangle platforms, slide, climbers, nets, and bridges. This simple, sturdy construction is designed to be rugged and 
transparent. An accessible stair allows access to an open net tunnel and slide; more courageous users can cross 
the wobbly to tthe platform on stilts, which can also be accessed by a rope climber and climbing trunk. From its 
high point users can look out over the playground and adjacent ball field. A triangular net underneath  provides a 
shaded spot to sit and relax or hang-out with a friend. This platform combination offers a varied level of challenge 
and play types and has been planned to provide inclusive play for people of different abilities and multiple ages. 
Materials: mountain larch, Hercules net, HDG chains, steel ground anchor, slide: stainless steel, outside 
glass bead blasted, seamed for connection then welded, steel ground anchor 

Additional Options 
• Water Play
For an interactive way to achieve a cooling spray, we propose elements from the Forest Fountain collection—as 
a single wooden mast, such as the Horizontal Star Rotor or the Low-Collision Disc, or both in combination. When 
activated by a Water Push Button column, these features produce a brief blast of spray in a mesmerizing pattern. 
Alternatively, children can activate one or a pair of Mushroom Column Springs; when pressed, this little fountain 
creates a 60-second hemisphere of water for a quick rinse or cooldown. (See pages 15 and 16 for images.)

• Seating
We propose Richter’s rustic Table and Benches (available with or without backs) for caregiver comfort and a 
meeting point for games and picnics. 

Water Play and Seating are not represented in our proposal layout. The quantity and placement  of Water 
Play and Seating must be determined based on the final equipment selection and layout. 
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NEXT STEPS

- The project will run around $550,000, with significant  
  contributions coming from the Village and the SCA.  
- In partnering with the Village, the SCA will be able to  
  offer tax-deductibility on donations; Change in SCA  
  status to 501c3 going forward.  
- Based on the success of fundraising, the target will be  
  to begin work in the fall of 2022 for Summer 2023  
  opening. 
- Numerous fundraising endeavors and events will be  
  held throughout the summer. 
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